Engineering outlook good

MIT considers plan for tuition deferment
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Edith Efron will speak on the topic of
Bias in the News Media

Edith Efron is a contributing editor to TV Guide and the author of two books: the well-known book, The News Telauters (1971), which documented bias in network news reporting; and TV CBS Tried to Kill a Reporter, which describes the tactics used by CBS to try to discredit her earlier book. Miss Efron is an advocate of a laissez-faire approach to solving the problem of news bias, in which the government controls over broadcasting which cause bias in radio and television news coverage.

"Politics Once Removed --
Reality Viewed Through the
Filter of the Media"

Monday-MIT Room 26-100 8:30 PM

Edith Efron

"The Sundry Shopper"

NO EXPERIENCE OR SELLING REQUIRED

You will become part of a national firm which selects men and women of ability to become part of a proven success!

WE OFFER:

*Individual business
*Location obtained by corporation
*Complete training
*Dependable, quality equipment
*Very low cost
*Expand as you wish
*ASPHIN, TUMS, ANACIN.

If you are fully qualified and can start at once, write for details. No obligation. Send your address, phone number and present employment.

CREATIVE MARKETING CORP.
MARKETING DIRECTOR DEPT. L
2821 Manchester
Maplewood, N.J. 07040
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